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**Average Person's Income Cannot Meet Costs of Hospitalization, Survey of Whole Nation Reveals**

**Average Person Spends $5.54 a Day While in Hospital, While Weekly Salary Is Less Than 90c—Extra Costs Bring Ex-James Higginson**

New York Aug. 21.—(AP) — A recent survey conducted by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that the average cost of hospitalization for a stay of one week includes about $5.54 a day for the patient while in the hospital. The study is the first comprehensive one made on this subject, and the findings indicate that this is a cost that cannot be met by many people. The survey was conducted in 1934.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics also found that the average cost of hospitalization for a stay of one week includes about $5.54 a day for the patient while in the hospital. The study is the first comprehensive one made on this subject, and the findings indicate that this is a cost that cannot be met by many people. The survey was conducted in 1934.

**COUNCIL PASSES ON NEW ROAD PROJECT**

Explorer Authorized to Plan New Britain-Berlin Highway

CITIZEN'S EXPANSION of the small town's system of streets and roads has been authorized by the City Council this week. The plan includes a new road connection between the town and Berlin, which will be named after John P. Heagarty, who for many years was active in the town's affairs.

**AL SMITH EXPECTS DEMOCRAT VICTORY**

Says People's Party Will Bring Back G. S. Property

AL SMITH—AL SMITH is expected to win the Democratic nomination for the presidency, according to the New York Times.

**Spanish War Veterans Meet in Philadelphia**

United States Spanish war veterans met in Philadelphia for their annual congress. More than 1000 members of the association attended, and the president of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt, was on hand to address them.

**WEETAMOE LEADING AT TEN-MILE MARK**

Has Few Seconds on Enterprise—Ligion at New London

**DEMOCRATS SEND 23 TO STATE MEETING**

Chairman Walsh Refuses Against Increase in Delegation

**IRWIN IN RECEIPT OF GANDHI TERMS**

Mahatma Forwards Letter After Consulting Other Leaders

**LITTLE DOG RATES SALUTE—HE'S "LIEUTENANT BOBBY"**

**Today—**

A modern Gas Range may be purchased at a material price reduction and on convenient monthly payments.

If you need a new Gas Range it will pay you to come in now, and see for yourself, how reasonably we have priced a few special ranges for immediate sale.

New Britain Gas Co.,
City Hall Building

**THE MONITOR TOP SAVES YOU MONEY...**

**Before the Eye-Apprly Fly**

*Owner of the refrigerator with the
**MONITOR TOP and save money*

*"FREE" be the refrigerator with a
display glass door, and the MONITOR TOP extra mechanism prevents air, and moisture with sealed but*

**figure it out how much you will save when you use the Gen-
eral Electric Refrigerator equipped in your kitchen. Food spoilage is prevented. You save Water in stan-
dard. You save Milk, ice cream, and wholesome. You save Meat. Fruits and vegetables can be bought in larger quantities when prices are mostly frozen. For your *

**GENERAL ELECTRIC ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR**

**NEWTON-PARSONS CO.**

**39 ARCH ST. TEL. 4537**